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Chemistry 4A Midterm 1

Please write your answers with pen or dark pencil. Answers will only be graded within
the boxes below each question. To receive full credit, please write the equation that you
use to answer the question, and then give your answers in numerical values.

You are given the following effective potential for an electron orbiting around the nu-
cleus of the H-atom with angular momentum J and radial veloci ty ur:

E - mul lz + t2 lzmr2 - q2 l( tregr)

The radii of the circular orbits of this effective potential are:

ro : n'(oo)

where &0 : 0.5 x 10-10 m and n is Bohr's quantization of angular momentum (l).

The energy levels of Bohr's model are given by, where Rrr - 13 ev:

E': -Rrln'
To simplify the calculations, use the following constants:
c - 3 x 108 m/s (speed of light)
m - 9 x 10-31 kg (mass of electron)
h : 6 x 10-34 J-s or 3.8 x 10-15 ev-s (planck's constant h)
h, : 1x 10-34 J-s or 0.6 x 10-15 eV-s (hl2tr)

To receive full credit, please write the equation that you use to answer the question,
and then give your answers in numerial values.
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1 (10 pts) For a particular metal surface, radiation of intensity 1'0 W/cm2 (W:

Joures/s) and *ur.r.rgth 2b0 nm yields erectrons of kinetic energy 0.5 ev'

(u) What is the work function (in eV) of this material ?

(b) If you double the intensity of the radiation, what will be the effect on the

electron kinetic energY ?
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2' (20 pts) Consider the effective coulomb potential energy diagram (see Figure) that
describes electrons orbiting a nucleus. Use it to answer the following questions,
some of which will require you to draw on the figure.

0

Figure 1: Effective Coulomb potential energy V"g(r) vs radial distance r:

(u) Above what energy are the electrons not bound to the nucleus (unbound)?

0f

(b) Draw about 5 horizontal energy levels corresponding to the bound electrons,
showing how the energy level spacing changes. Use a horizontal line to identify
both the energy and the spatial region to which the electrons are bound.
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(.) Locate the equilibrium circular orbit, or Bohr's radius, on the horizontal axis
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d) If the radius is 4a6, whatisthequantizedangularmomentuminBohr,smodel
that describes this effective Potential energY?
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(") Using the classical description of angular momentum,

electron in the circular orbit. use this to estimate the
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3' (7 pts) If the wavelength of light emitted by the H-atom is 470 nm, and the electron
ends up in the second lowest (n-2) energy level, what energy level must it have
come from?

rE= -nH (l|. -*r

E = hv= h' -q
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4. (2a pts) consider that the electron can have one of the following types of waves'

either travelling or standing. In the region where the electron exists, the potential

energy is zero. yo, only ,r"Ld to give symbolic, not numeric answers'

1. sin(kr - ut)

where k varies continuousry. k and aJ can be used as constants in answering the

questions below' 
" l

The following are only defined for 0 < x < L and the wave is zero otherwise:

2. sin(kP) cos(a''1t)

3. sin(k2r) cos(u''2t)

where k, arediscrete varues that take on kn - n2tr lL, which can be used in answering

the questions below'

(u) which one(s) represent a travelling wave? Give its velocity, in terms of the

given constants
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(b) For those that represent standing waves, draw
clude the appropiate number of nodes for each
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(d) If the electron described by a travelling wave is incident upon a double slit' what

should the distance betwlen the slits be to observe a well-defined diffraction

pattern?

(") If you increase the energY of that travelling wave. would you increase or decrease

the distance between the slits?

(f) What does the resulting diffraction pattern of the electron represent quantum

mechanicallY? (Give your answer as a one sentence exPlanation)'
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5. (6 pts) Which of the following is true of the cathode ray experiment?

It showed electrons exist by applying a voltage accross electrodes

)rf In the experiment, particles were ejected from the anode (positive electrode)

)t1 It measured the charge of the electron to be 1.6 x 10-1e Coulombs

Y 
It showed that electrons exhibit wave-like properties

6. (6 pts) Which of the following is true of the Rutherford experiment?

It showed that the positive charge in matter is concentrated in a dense nucleus

It led to the planetary model of the atom

It is described by a potential energy in which positively charge particles can
be bound to a region of space

Ar,l;,^ E ,,Ut*- Gsr,B,.r,l, K<tc,W 9

It concluded that the jellium model of matter, with an evenly distributed pos-
itive charge and where the electrons were not moving, is correct

7. (6 pts) Which of the following is true of the N{illiken experiment?

It used an electric field to balance the gravitational force of charged oil drops.

of the oil drops were found to "float" at a given applied electric field.

t measured the mass of the electron

t measured the charge of the electron to be 1.6 x 10-1e Coulombs
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